Researchers and scholarly communicators tell us* they face four key challenges when looking for and accessing content:

1. Accessing content is not quick or consistent
2. It’s not clear what they have access to
3. There’s not always a direct route to the most up-to-date article version
4. It is not clear which tool or service provides what they need

* Study commissioned by GetFTR and carried out by Clearleft 2022. Contact GetFTR for further information.

GetFTR – Be part of the solution

How does GetFTR help?

- Removes access barriers for researchers – by working with research services and publishers
- Provides clear signals to content a researcher has access to
- Streamlined route to content – no need to authenticate multiple times
- Enables easy access to the best available version or next best available version (from participating publishers and aggregators)

GetFTR supports:

- **Researchers and Librarians** with streamlined access to content
- **Publishers and Aggregators** Who provide entitlement checks and smart links to content
- **Discovery Services** Who add smart links to their websites, apps and browser extensions

GetFTR in numbers

- **Over 800m+** GetFTR links returned providing researchers with streamlined access to content
- **2.7 bn+ DOI requests** so far requested via GetFTR
- **30+ partners** have joined GetFTR across publishers, platforms & integrators
- Provides streamlined access to **46m+ articles** over **51%** of all scholarly content

GetFTR’s journey and impact so far

- **2.7 bn** Number of DOIs requested via GetFTR (Cumulative)

Current partners